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What’s Changed?

 Collapse of mass media
 Growth of media everywhere
 Intolerance for messaging 
 It’s not about the media, it’s about 

your mission and what your 
stakeholders do if/when they see it

 The Barcelona Principles
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“Viewers are more likely to stop 
watching commercials at the 
moment in which brand logos 
appear on the screen”     - ARF 
Study 



What is a Standard?

 A published specification that:
 establishes a common language;
 contains a technical specification (or other precise criteria); 
 is designed to be used consistently, as a rule, guideline, or 

definition.

Source: British Standards Institute
Retrieved May 28, 2012 from 

http://www.standardsbookshop.com/what.htm
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Why do we need Standards?
 To get accurate results.

 Without standards, comparisons are inaccurate
 To save time.

 Standard ways of doing things eliminates long debates about methodology 
 To make good decisions with reliable data.

 Chasing fans and followers is insufficient
 The Marketplace is demanding them.

 Common language for clients, agencies and research firms
 Unify perspective/metrics across communications disciplines

 It enables benchmarking.
 Enable comparison across programs/brands/organizations
 Fosters competition based on insights not “black boxes”
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First Came The Barcelona Principles

Goal Setting and Measurement are Fundamental to Communication and Public Relations

Measuring Communication Outcomes is Recommended Versus Only Measuring Outputs

The Effect on Organizational Performance Can and Should Be Measured Where Possible

Measurement and Evaluation Require Both Qualitative and Quantitative Methods

AVEs are not the Value of Communication

Social Media Can and Should be Measured Consistently with Other Media Channels

Measurement and Evaluation Should be Transparent, Consistent and Valid

A set of principles to guide the practice of PR and social media measurement:
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What about AVEs?

 The Barcelona Principles do not support the use of earned media 
values/advertising value equivalencies.

 While the rejection of AVEs as a measure of public relations tends to 
generate the most controversy and conversation, it’s important to 
remember the Barcelona Principles go deeper than that. 
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Then Came Standards 
In response to the Barcelona Principles, industry associations came together 

to create standards of best practices for measuring PR and social media. 

The Coalition was formed to set best practices 
for Traditional Media Standards. 

The Coalition consists of:

• Council of Public Relations Firms 
• Global Alliance for Public Relations & 

Communication Management 
• Institute for Public Relations 
• International Association for Measurement & 

Evaluation of Communication
• Public Relations Society of America

The Conclave came together to set standards 
for Social Media Measurement. 

The Conclave consists of:

Network of 40+ individuals who represent a vast 
collection of companies, public relations & social 
media agencies, and industry associations that 

work with paid, owned, and free media.

All complete standards may be viewed at http://painepublishing.com/standards-central-2/
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The Coalition

Definition of an Item of Content1

Circulation 2

Mentions3

Sentiment4

Quality Elements5

If you are initiating a traditional media measurement program, you and any vendors you 
consider should be adhering The Coalition’s standards definitions and best practices. 

The Coalition published, tested, and validated standards for:
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The Conclave

Content & Sourcing1

Reach & Impressions2

Engagement & Conversation3

Opinion & Advocacy4

Influence5

Impact & Value6

For more info go to www.smmstandards.com

The Conclave published standards for:
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#1 Content & Sourcing

 All social media measurement 
reports should include a standard 
“Sources & Methods Transparency 
Table”

 This table will that help your clients 
know “what’s inside” the product 
for full transparency and easy 
comparison (just like a food 
nutrition label).  
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The Barcelona Principles

Measurement and Evaluation Should be Transparent, 
Consistent and Valid
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Sources & Methods Transparency Table
Timeframe Analyzed

Research Lead(s)

Channels Analyzed

Data/Content Sources

Analysis Depth ☐ Automated ☐ Manual ☐ Hybrid     ☐ All Content Reviewed     ☐ Rep. Sample

Source Languages

Search Languages

Sentiment Coding ☐ Automated ☐ Manual     ☐ Hybrid     ☐ Manual Sampling: _____________________    
☐ 3-pt scale   ☐ 5-pt scale     ☐ Other scale     ☐ At entity level ☐ Paragraph/doc level

Spam/Bot Filtering ☐ Automated     ☐ Manual ☐ Hybrid   ☐ Includes news releases     ☐ Excludes releases

Metrics Calculation and Sources

-- Reach

-- Engagement

-- Influence

-- Opinion/Advocacy

Proprietary Methods

Search Parameters See full search string list on page ___ of this report
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#2 Reach & Impressions

 All impression numbers are flawed for a variety of 
reasons.

 Multipliers should never be used.
 A divider is more appropriate because 

it is less than 5% of what is posted is 
actually seen.

 The term “Potential Impressions” is preferred and 
must be specific to a particular channel – i.e.  
 For Twitter, OTS is the 

number of first line followers 
 For Facebook, it’s the number 

of likes to a page  
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Eyeball 
counting HITS Outcomes

MSM Online Social 
Media 

Impressions are not awareness. 
Where’s the “So What?” 
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#3 Engagement & Conversation

 Engagement: some action beyond exposure/in response to content on an 
owned channel – i.e. when someone engages with you.

 Conversation: online or offline discussion by students, citizens, 
stakeholders, influencers, or other third parties about your organization.

 Any measure of Engagement & Conversation must be tied to the goals and 
objectives.

 Engagement & Conversation occurs offline and online, thus both must be 
considered.

 Engagement should be measured by the % of your audience that is 
engaged, and the % engagement for each item published. 
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Likes Are Not Engagement 

AdvocacyCommitmentTrial/Consideration 

FollowersLikesImpressions
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#4 Opinion & Advocacy 
(including Tone & Sentiment)

 Opinion: a view or judgment formed about something, not necessarily 
based on fact or knowledge…It is articulated and associated to the 
speaker.  

 Advocacy (n) vs. (v) is publicly stated support for or recommendation of a 
particular cause or policy. Advocacy requires a level of expressed 
persuasion. 

 The key distinction between “advocacy” and “opinion,” is that advocacy 
must have a component of recommendation, or a call to action embedded 
in it. Whatever process is defined and applied, it must be used consistently 
throughout any analysis. 
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 Sentiment: the feelings an author is trying to convey, often measured 
through context surrounding characterization of object.
 Sentiment reliability varies by vendor and approach – therefore coding 

definitions, consistency, and transparency are critical
 Opinions, recommendations, and other qualitative measures are typically 

more valuable than raw sentiment and increasingly measurable:
 Opinions (“It’s a marvelous product”)
 Recommendations (“Try it” or “avoid it”)
 Feeling/Emotions (“That product makes me feel content”)
 Intended action (“I’m going to buy that product after work”)

#4 Opinion & Advocacy 
(including Tone & Sentiment) continued
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Without Standards what you know is limited

33.12%

58.00%

7.84%

11.95%

26.53%

13.00%

0.32%

9.46%

40.35%

30.00%

92.11%

78.00%

SDL

Beyond

NetBase

UberVu

% positive %negative %neutral
If you don’t have transparency into how 
your data is coded, you have no way of 
knowing whether your data is accurate. 

For one client, when asked to test the 
difference in sentiment coding between 4 
vendors, we took coverage of a single 
pharmaceutical company during a one-month 
period in April 2014. Results varied as much as 
51 percentage points -- from 7% positive to 
58% positive. Negatives varied from 0.32% 
negative to 26% negative. Against human 
coders, the average agreement was 50%.
This is why you should start any measurement 
project by getting all vendors and agencies to 
complete the transparency table. 
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Testing Validity of Criteria 
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#5 Influence

 Influence: the ability to cause or 
contribute to a change in opinion or 
behavior.

 Adhere to WOMMA Standards
 Influence cannot be expressed in a single 

score or algorithm.
 Should include some combination of the 

following elements:
 Reach
 Engagement around individual
 Relevance to topic
 Frequency of posts around the topic 

 If an individual scores a 0 on one element, 
then they aren’t influential. 
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Big Numbers     Influence

 All influence is relative.
 Who is influential depends on your audience.
 A computer cannot tell you who matters most.
 To be influential requires relevance, frequency, and reach.
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#6 Impact & Value

 Impact: The effect of a social media campaign, program, or effort on the 
target audience. 

 Value: The impact expressed in either cost savings or revenue incurred. 
 ROI (Return on Investment): A financial performance measure. To calculate 

ROI, the benefit (return) of an investment is divided by the cost of the 
investment; the result is expressed as a percentage or a ratio.

 Any measure of Impact & Value must be tied to the goals and objectives for 
your organization, brand, or program. 

 Assessing the value and impact of a campaign cannot be reduced to a 
simple formula that applies equally to consumer, B2B, and/or non-profit 
organizations. 
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 Impact and value will always be dependent on client objectives.
 Need to define outcomes in advance – will likely span multiple business 

goals, especially for social (crosses disciplines).
 ROI should be strictly limited to measurable financial impact; “total value” 

can be used for financial and non-financial impact combination.
 Value can be calculated in positive returns (sales, reputation, etc.) or 

avoided negative returns (risk mitigated, costs avoided).
 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and balanced scorecards are helpful to 

connect social media impact to business results/language.

#6 Impact & Value (continued)
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6 steps to standards-compliant 
measurement
Step 1: Define your goal(s). 
What outcomes is this strategy or tactic going to achieve? 
What are your measurable objectives?

Step 2: Define the parameters 
Who are you are trying to reach? How do your efforts 
connect with those audiences to achieve the goal. 

Step 3: Define your benchmarks. 
Who or what are you going to compare your results to?

Step 4: Define your metrics. 
What are the indicators to judge your progress?

Step 5: Select your data collection tool(s). 

Step 6: Analyze your data.

Turn it into action, measure again
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Six Steps 
to Success
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The Barcelona Principles 

Goal Setting and Measurement are Fundamental to 
Communication and Public Relations

27
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Step 1: Define the goals 

 What return is expected? 
 Define in terms of the mission.

 Define your champagne moment. 
 If you are celebrating complete 100% success 

a year from now, what is different about your 
organization?
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Definitions of “Success” 

 What’s the path?    

Quality media coverage generates exposure 

Influencers generate preference 

Increased applications? Inquiries? Downloads? 

Preference? Consideration? Qualified applicants?
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Goals, Actions, and Metrics 

Goal

Move from 3rd to 1st

in brand perception

Increase alumni 
engagement to 

increase giving by 
3%

Action
Invest in thought 

leadership 
outreach 
campaign

Use social media 
to increase 

alumni 
engagement

Outcome Metric 

Ranking in brand perception 
study

% increase in desirable 
responses to engagement 
question on alumni survey

Activity Metric 

% of articles containing 
thought leadership 

quotes

% increase in alumni 
networking and use of 

social media 
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Step 2: Understand the parameters

 What are the priorities?
 Who are you are trying to reach?
 How do your efforts connect with 
those audiences to achieve the 
goal? 
 What influences their decisions?
 What’s important to them?
 What makes them act? 
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Goal: Get the cat to stop howling

Options: Local? Cheap? Convenient? 

Strategy: Buy cat food
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Step 3: Establish benchmarks

 Past Performance Over Time
 Measurement is a comparative tool 

 Think 3
 Whatever keeps your 

bosses awake at night
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The Barcelona Principles

The Effect on Organizational Performance Can and 
Should Be Measured Where Possible

33
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Overall Metrics for Q3 2009-2010
34

Chart shows overall measures for desirable National and Local media coverage
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Step 4: Pick your Kick-Butt Index

The Perfect KBI
 Is actionable
 Is there when you need it
 Continuously improves your processes 

& gets you where you want to go 
 You become what you measure, so 

pick your KBI carefully
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Kick Butt Quality Score  
Desirable Criteria Score Undesirable Criteria Score

Contains a key message
3.50 

No key message -1.0

Contains a desirable visual 
0.75 

Negative message, negative myth 
reinforced

-3.0

Contains a quote from a spokesperson
2.50 

Contains a competitor quote -1.0

Positions the school as best in class
0.75 

A story or a headline that leaves the 
reader less likely to do 
support/enroll/donate to the school

-3.0

Dispels a myth
0.75 

School omitted from story that includes 
competitors mentioned

-2.0

The story or headline leaves a reader more likely 
to do support/enroll/donate to the school 1.75 

Total
10.00 

-10.0
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Step 5: Pick the right measurement tools 

 If you want to measure messaging, positioning, 
themes, sentiment: 
Content analysis

 If you want to measure awareness, perception, 
relationships, preference: 
Survey research 

 If you want to measure engagement, action, 
purchase: 
Web analytics

 If you want predictions and correlations 
you need two out of three
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Goals, Actions, Metrics, and Tools

Goal

Move from 3rd

to 1st in brand 
perception

Increase alumni 
engagement to 

increase giving by 
3%

Action

Invest in 
thought 

leadership 
outreach 
campaign

Use social 
media to 
increase 
alumni 

engagement

Outcome Metric 

Ranking in brand 
perception study

% increase in desirable 
responses to 

engagement question on 
alumni survey

Activity Metric 

% of articles 
containing thought 
leadership quotes

% increase in 
alumni networking 
and use of social 

media 
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Tools

Survata, SurveyMonkey, 
Qualtrics, Prime, 

CyberAlert

SurveyMonkey, Suravata, 
Qualtrics



Good Relationships Are More Cost Effective

 Type “I love Zappos” into Google, and you 
find 1.19 million references. 

 Type “Citibank” and you find  21,000 
references.
 Citibank spends 100 times more a year on 

advertising than Zappos.
 Cost per delegate acquired: 

 Obama: $6,024
 Clinton: $147,058
 Romney: $2,389,464
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The Barcelona Principles

Measuring Communication Outcomes is 
Recommended Versus Only Measuring Outputs

40
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Real-Time Metrics focus on Outcomes 

41
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The Barcelona Principles

Measurement and Evaluation Require Both Qualitative 
and Quantitative Methods

4
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Most conversations are neutral, especially in blogs 

• Positive 
conversations 
happened most 
frequently in 
Twitter 

• Negative 
conversations 
were most likely 
to happen in 
Twitter as well
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Step 6: Be Data Informed, not Data Driven

 Rank order results from worst to best
 Ask “So What?” at least three times
 Put your data into an overall framework 

consistent with C-Suite expectations
 Find your “Data Geek” 
 Compare to last month, last quarter, 13-

month average
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The Barcelona Principles

Social Media Can and Should be Measured 
Consistently with Other Media Channels

6
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Top 5 Subjects by Media Type

Rank 
Order Facebook YouTube Blogs Quora Twitter Traditional

Media 

1 Admissions Expert
Commentary Research

Institution
Overall

Institution
Overall

Institution 
Overall

2 Institution Overall Courses Faculty Staff 
News Alumni Topics Research Expert 

Commentary 

3 Students Campus Life Institution
Overall Campus Life Admissions Faculty/Staff

4 Alumni Topics Research Alumni Topics Faculty/Staff Courses Alumni 
Topics

5 Faculty/Staff Students Expert
Commentary Admissions Students Students 

48/34 48



Conversations by research topic 
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Remember these points:

It’s not about the media, it’s about achieving the goals.1

It’s not about Big Data, but about how you use it.2

You need to be data informed, not data-driven.3

It’s not how loud you’re shouting, it’s about relationships.4

Standards are a reality, not an excuse to hide behind. 5
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Thank You!

 For more resources on measurement, check out Paine Publishing’s 
Measurement Mall

 For a copy of this presentation or for any questions, email me at 
measurementqueen@gmail.com

 Follow me on Twitter: @queenofmetrics
 Follow Paine Publishing on Facebook
 Or call me at 1-603-682-0735
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